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TYPHOON THAI) (24W)

Typhoon Thad developed southeast of
Guam just as Tropical Depression 23W was
dissipating several hundred miles to the
northwest. Unlike its predecessor, Thad
developed under favorable upper-level
environment which permitted fmther
intensification. As Thad developed, it
tracked steadily to the north-northwest
before recurving to the northeask. The
typhoon’s movement was well forecast except
during the initial stages.

Late on 17 October, satellite imagery
revealed that an area of strong convection
was developing a few hundred miles southeast
of the short-lived Tropical Depression 23W.
The development of the convection was aided
significantly by the presence of a tieakening
TUTT cell to the north-northeast which
provided strong diffluence aloft over the
convection.

Synoptic data at 180000z confirmed what
the last aircraft reconnaissance mission
into Tropical Depression 23W had observed a
few hours earlier; that a broad surface
circulation was developing near Truk
(WMo 91334). This circulation was under-
neath the developing convection and on the
eastern end of the monsoon trough. Synoptic
data south of the trough axis indicated the
southwest monsoon was reintensifying with
numerous 20 to 30 kt (10 to 15 m/s) west
winds being reported.

Over the next several hours, the
convection rapidly consolidated. In
addition, satellite imagery and synoptic
data showed an anticyclone was developing
aloft providing good outflow to all
quadrants. As a result, a TCFA was issued
at 180630z.

During the next 18 hours satellite
imagery indicated the disturbance was moving
northwest towards Guam. With Dvorak inten-
sity analysis indicating 30 M (15 m/s)
surface winds present and 45 kt (23 m/s)
surface winds forecast in 24 hours, the
first warning on Thad was issued at 190000Z.

The initial warning forecast Thad to
continue to move to the northwest, paes just
south of Guam and gradually turn towards the
west-northwest in the 48 to 72 hour period.
This forecaet was in good agreement with all
JTWC forecast aids. Also the NOGAPS
analysis and prog series indicated the
subtropical ridge had returned closer to its
climatological position north of Guam which
further convinced JTWC that this track was
reasonable.

As it turned out, this forecast would
be wrong for two reasons. First, JTWC did
not accurately know where the low-level
center was located. Second, and more
importantly.,the subtropical ridge was not
nearly as strong nor as far west as
indicated in the analysis and prog series.
Between 190000Z snd 190600z, as Thad
supposedly neared Guam (WMO 91212), the
winds on the island should have veered to
the east or southeast. Instead, they

remained from the northeast. But analysis
of satellite imagery indicated that Thad
was heading directly towards Guam. Clearly
something was amiss! JTWC’S efforts to
locate the surface center were further
hampered by maintenance problems which
prevented reconnaissance aircraft from
penetrating the disturbances center.

At 190728Z the first aircraft
reconnaissance flight into the center of the
disturbance was finally made and quickly
settled the discrepancy. It located Thad
almost 180 nm (333 km) east of Guam with an
MSLP of 990 mb. As a result, the 190600z
warning position relocated Thad some 120 nm
(222 km) to the northeast! This meant that
the storm would now safely c’learGuam.

At 2000002, as a now well-developed
Thad continued to move to the north-
northwest at 13 to 14 kt (24 to 26 km/hr),
it became obvious the storm was not going to
turn towards the west. Clearly the sub-
tropical ridge was not as well-established
nor as far west as the NOGAPS progs had
earlier indicated (Figure 3-24-l). JTWC
now forecast continued north-northwest
movement for the next 24 hours with
recurvature to the northeast between
21OOOOZ and 220000Z due to the approach of
a mid-latitude trough., As it turned out,
this forecast track was excellent, with the
speeds of movement after recurvature being
only slightly faster than anticipated.

Thad intensified steadily from the time
JTWC went into warning status at 190000Z,
until it reached its peak intensity of
120 kt (62 m/s) at 211800Z (Figure 3-24-2).
By this time Thad had begun to recurve and
link-up with a mid-latitude trough. After
maintaining the 120 kt (62 m/s) intensity
for approximately 12 hours, Thad began a
S1O.Wweakening trend which continued until
the storm went extratropical. During this
period, Thad accelerated from 16 to 30 kt
(3O to 56 km/hr) as it became embedded in
the westerlies. As would be expected with
the storms that accelerate after recurva-
ture, the strongest surface winds were
consistently observed in the southeast
semicircle.

As Thad accelerated to the northeast,
strong upper-level westerlies began to
displace the upper-level circulation and
convection from the surface center. This
was confirmed by the 22231OZ aircraft
reconnaissance fix which found the 700 mb
center 28 nm (52 km) east-northeast of the
surface center. All significant convection
was now located north of the surface center.

On the 23rd, Thad lost most of its
convection with an exposed low-level
circulation center visible on satellite
imagery. The final warning on this system
was issued by JTWC at 240000z. Future
warnings on the extratropical low were
contained in NAVOCEANCOMCEN GUAN extra-
tropical wind warning bulletins (WWPN PGFW).



NOGAPS 700 mb 48-hour prog VT: 201200z October

201200Z October 700 mb NOGAPS analysis

FigwLe 3-24-1. Com~on o~ the 48 kout 700mb
NOGAPSpmogavailableto tht TVO uken.the Atit
uuz.ntngUUA hbl.led and tie veh.idyinganatgbh . The
tue4Wtn ex.tenbian ofj the &LWLOpia.t @e W.6
4OJLL?Wt X0 e%tend webt o-tong ‘MN to nwi 130E.
In.5&ad, due to the edfjti o~ a digging mid+ztitude
akougtt nwvhg into the SFXZ otj Japan,the hidgehti
e&?&~t4 aPlowedThudh t.wi.dtqtecuwe to the
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(a)

(c)

F.igtie3-24-2. Th.tte view o~ Typhoon Thud at
maximum.kZn&ity: (a)Vi4ualinwgtig (b)Tn&wVu?.d
i.magtny and [c) EnhancedIn@d @9~Y - ~ofi
TI@.cuL Cyct.oneCWLve. (22000zzOc.tobtiVM.SP
iolageluj).
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